
1. In exchange for valuable consideration, of which I acknowledge receipt and sufficiency, I, the undersigned, hereby agree to provide the musical compositions,

recordings, performances, and/or other materials as described below (collectively referred to as "Material"). This Material is intended for incorporation and use in

connection with a motion picture ("Short") being produced by _______________________________ (“Filmmaker”) as part of the 10dfc for _____________ (“Edition)

produced between ______________________________ (the “Entry”).The description of the Material is as follows: (please list title of music; if original work, list

composer and/or musician; if from music service or music library, please list the name of the service/library and contact information.)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. I hereby grant Filmmaker and 10dfc, INC ("10dfc")—collectively referred to as "Producer"—an irrevocable right to incorporate the Material, whether in whole or in part,
into the Short in any manner as determined solely by the Producer. I also grant the Producer the authority to utilize and exploit the Material, once incorporated into the
Short, across all media, versions, and forms, both current and future, in all languages, worldwide, indefinitely. This includes platforms such as television, the Internet,
DVD releases, literary works, merchandise, and any related forms of distribution. The Producer is also allowed to use the Material for advertising, publicity, or
promotional purposes for the Short, the Entry, 10dfc, and/or any sponsor of 10dfc or the Entry. The Producer holds the right to edit, alter, or modify the Material at its
sole discretion. The decision to provide me credit in the Short or otherwise for such usage lies solely with the Producer.

3. I affirm that I possess the necessary authority to grant the Producer the right to use the Material, without requiring consent from any third party. Furthermore, I confirm
that the Material does not violate copyright or infringe upon any individual's rights, including rights of publicity, privacy, or any other legally protected rights. It's important
to note that the Producer is not obligated to utilize the Material. I agree to indemnify and protect the Producer, its associates, officers, directors, shareholders,
employees, agents, and representatives from any claims, losses, demands, expenses, costs (including reasonable attorney fees), or liabilities stemming from my
potential breach of the aforementioned representations or agreements. I also commit to refraining from asserting any claims against any party in relation to the
permissions granted in this agreement.
I understand that, in case of any breach by the Producer or any third party, any resulting harm to me will not warrant injunctive or equitable relief. My recourse in such
situations will be strictly limited to seeking compensatory monetary damages through legal means. I acknowledge that I do not have the authority to rescind or terminate
this Agreement or any rights held by the Producer, its licensees, or assigns. Furthermore, I will not possess the right to prevent the Entry, exhibition, or other use of the
Short or any related rights, nor will I be able to terminate my obligations under this Agreement due to such breach.

4. I commit to promptly signing and providing (or arranging for the timely signing and provision to the Producer) any extra documents that may be necessary for the
confirmation of its rights. I hereby designate the Producer or its chosen representative as my irrevocable agent, empowered to prepare, finalize, and sign any such
documents on my behalf, as well as to secure the signatures of others, if needed. This appointment holds the right to execute such actions, though it is not obligatory
for the Producer.

5. In addition to its other options, the Producer reserves the right to pursue injunctive measures if my assurances, warranties, and commitments herein are breached. The
Producer also has the freedom to transfer and sublicense this agreement, along with all or part of its rights and remedies, without needing my consent. This Agreement
applies to and binds the respective affiliates, successors, licensees, assignees, heirs, and representatives of both parties. It fully encompasses the understanding and
agreement between the parties concerning the subject matter, and any modifications must be made in writing and signed by both parties.

6. I provide Producer with the mentioned rights, fully aware that substantial expenses may be incurred by Producer based on this grant. Producer retains the option to
decide not to use the Materials at any point, in which case neither party will have any obligations to the other under this agreement.

Agreed and Accepted:

Name:____________________________________ Date:___________________

Signature:_________________________________ Email:__________________

Phone:___________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________

If Signatory is under 18:
I verify that I am the parent or legal guardian of the minor named above. I have carefully read and reviewed the preceding Release and provide consent for its signing by my child/ward. In
exchange for the valuable benefits received and duly acknowledged, I hereby release the Producer as described in the aforementioned Release, freeing them from any claims or legal actions I
might have against them, regardless of the nature. Additionally, I wholeheartedly and without reservations support the releases, waivers, and rights granted by my child/ward, as detailed above.

Name (Parent/Guardian):__________________________ Date:___________________ 

Signature:__________________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________

MUSIC RELEASE FORM

(Contest & Year)

(Dates of Contest)

(Team Name)
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